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ABSTRACT

Most people and firms migrate to the cloud because the cloud is much cheaper and convenient. Finding enough
storage space to hold all the data it has acquired is a real challenge for some computer owners. With this new cloud
computing technology, people are finding it easier to purchase huge amounts of space on the cloud; this cloud is
about saving data to a third-party off-site storage system. As users migrate to the cloud, the users started to fear
about the security of their data stored on these third-party servers, higher security measure is needed to curtail this
data breach and numerous data threats. It is found that to substantiate the increased security in cloud storage, an
ideal authentication scheme needs to be derived, and most of the research reviewed neglects user authentication, and
most research does not address the three goals of data security that are authentication, confidentiality and integrity
at a time. This research aim to design and implement(using Hypertex Preprocessor PHP programming language) a
Hybrid Cryptographic Algorithm for data Security in cloud which handled Authentication, Integrity, and
Confidentiality of file by hybridization of some symmetric encryption algorithms (Blowfish, Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) with key (128) and Data Encryption Standard (DES)). The proposed system performs encryption
process by splitting the uploaded file into three files and uses the algorithms to encrypt the split file before uploading
and saving the information of the encrypted file in the database. Also the system performs the decrypting when there
is a request for download by retrieving the information of encrypted file. The research considers the throughput of
the proposed algorithm and also evaluates the time of the encryption and decryption of this proposed algorithm and
compared it with the time of some hybrid algorithms and encryption algorithms: Blowfish, AES and DES. Sha-1
hash was used to assure data integrity in the cloud. The research shows the average encryption time of Blowfish,
DES, AES and proposed algorithm are 7.04700666sec, 11.435355sec, 64.61811867sec and 26.41533283sec
respectively, proposed algorithm is better than AES in terms of encryption time and throughput. The hybrid
algorithm achieves higher confidentiality and integrity of files but the encryption time is longer.
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2. RELATED WORKS
1. INTRODUCTION

Rohini and Sharma (2018) Proposed hybrid RSA
algorithm for cloud computing. The research concentrated
on security issues on cloud. They securely encrypt the
data over cloud through cryptography algorithm. They
also maintain the data integrity with hash codes.

People and companies are now switching to the cloud
nowadays, because the cloud is cheaper and more
convenient. Cloud computing is a new model and concept
in science of computing. It has been defined by (Mell and
Grance, 2011) as “Cloud computing is a model for
enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.”

Richa and Richa (2017) in their research paper proposed a
hybrid algorithm which comprises MD5 hash with AES
security algorithms to assure the clients about their data
security in the cloud. The hybrid algorithm almost
guarantees data security in today’s scenario. The basic
idea of the algorithm is that the use of a weak encryption
for both encryption and decoding is very prone to
malicious attacks. Hence, in the proposed algorithm, this
issue is resolved by using advanced encryption techniques
for encryption as well as decryption. The user who wishes
to access the information is required to furnish the login
id, password, OTP (one-time password) & CAPTCHA
sent to the user registered mobile number, before he gains
admission to the specific cloud service.

“Cryptograph was derived From Greek words kryptos
(krnptos), meaning hidden or secret, praphia (graphia)
meaning writing. Cryptographic algorithms: This is the
study of techniques for ensuring the secrecy and/or
authenticity of information” (Stalling, 2014).
Only one key is used to encrypt and decrypt data in
symmetric key encoding also called secret key encryption
while two keys are used in Asymmetric keys; public and
private keys. For encryption the public key is used, and
for decryption the private key is used (Elminaam et al.
2010). AES, DES, Triple Data Encryption Algorithm
(3DES), Rivest Cipher 4 (RC4) and Blowfish are example
of symmetric algorithms (Chandra et al., 2015) while
example of asymmetric are EIGamal, Rivest, Shamir, and
Adelman (RSA), Digital Signature Algorithm(DSA),
Elliptic curve techniques.

Taha et al. (2017) identified that the amount of
transmitted data through the internet become larger and
larger every day. There is a need of an encryption
algorithm that guarantees transmitting data speedily and
in a secure manner become a must. The authors proposed
a model for encrypting transmitted cloud data. This model
uses the following encryption algorithms RSA, Triple
DES, RC4, and Krishna to generate a new encryption
algorithm that encrypt and decrypt transmitted data.

It is found that to substantiate the augmented security in
the cloud storage there is need to derive an ideal
authentication scheme and most of the reviewed research
neglect the user authentication and most research doesn’t
take care of the three goals of data security which are
Authentication, Confidentiality and Integrity at a time
which open windows for attackers.

Timothy and Santra (2017) introduced a new security
method by using a hybrid cryptosystem, for data security
in the cloud. The need for the current investigation is to
protect data from unauthorized access or hackers in cloud
at the time of data transmission by encrypting the user
data. This hybrid cryptosystem is designed and comprises
both symmetric and asymmetric cryptography algorithms
in which Blowfish symmetric algorithm deals with data
confidentiality whereas, RSA asymmetric algorithm deals
with authentication. This method also includes the Secure
Hash Algorithm – 2 (SHA-2) for data integrity.

The main aim of this research is to design and implement
an efficient and secured hybrid cryptographic algorithm
for data security in the cloud.

Biswas et al. (2019) stated that hybrid cryptography
provides better security and steganography strengthens
the security. In line to achieve the hybrid cryptography
the authors proposed the idea that uses AES and RSA.
The message is encrypted using AES. The symmetric key
used for message encryption has also been encrypted
using the public key of RSA, which increases the security
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level. A hash value of the message is generated that is
encrypted again with the help of the public key of RSA to
produce a digital signature. At the receiving side this
digital signature helps to check the integrity of the
message. All these encrypted files, i.e. the encrypted
message, encrypted key and the encrypted digest have
been combined together to form a complete message. This
complete message has been embedded using the
steganography technique, LSB (Least Significant Bit).
The authors claimed that the resistivity of the proposed
system against attack has been ensured. Thus this
algorithm provides confidentiality, integrity and
authentication together.
Ntshabele et.al (2018) proposed a 3-tier RSA-BlowfishDES hybrid cryptography model for efficient data
securtity in cloud. The proposed model was compared
with 2-tier RSA-Blowfish hybrid model. There result
shows that 2-tier model has better time performance while
the 3 tier could be more secured to preserve data integrity
and confidentiality. The limitation of this research is that
the model have not been implemented in real world cloud
environment which also lack user authentication.

ii.

authorized users or in a data authentication
server. Authentication is important because it
enables individuals or organizations to keep their
files secure by permitting only authenticated
users (or processes) to access its protected
resources. Without taking care of the user
authentication the intruder using password
guessing or other hacking method can easily
have access to the un-encrypted data. Adding
authentication factors to the authentication
process typically improves security. Strong
authentication usually refers to authentication
that uses at least two factors, where those factors
are of different types.
Most of the authors focus on the theoretical
design of hybrid algorithm (Richa and Richa,
2017; Ntshabele et.al, 2018) and some partial
implementation of the research (Biswas et al.,
2019; Mahalakshmi and Suseendran, 2019;
Rohini and Sharma, 2018) . The full cloud and
programming implementation is neglected.

3. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model is designed in such a way to tackle
the gap identified in the literature survey, improve the
base paper (Richa and Richa, 2017) (i.e. improve and
provide complete data protection during the entire cloud
computing process, whether it is in the cloud or in transit.
We implement the model using PHP programming
language as our server side while we use MYSQL as our
database engine. The model is divided into four phases
namely,
i.
Phase 1: Cloud User Registration and
User Authentication to Cloud Service
Provider
ii.
Phase 2: Storing data in cloud Storage
iii.
Phase 3: Data retrieval (recovery)
iv.
Phase 4: Data Integrity Verification

Mahalakshmi and Suseendran. (2019) proposed a hybrid
cryptosystem by combining complex asymmetric key
algorithms to make encryption stronger and efficiency of
the system also gets increased. The proposed hybrid
method has two levels of encryption or two tier security
level and it is a framework which provides both
symmetric encryption and asymmetric encryption. The
two algorithms ECC and AES are the combination of
hybrid methods of securing data and stored in CSP. In the
first level of encryption the AES symmetric algorithm is
used, in that key is visible to the user. The result of the
first level of encryption is then again encrypted using the
ECC algorithm which is an asymmetric method.
Ahmad and Garko (2019) reviewed a hybrid cryptography
research performed from 2015 to early 2019. The papers
related to the problem were searched and about 20 were
considered on the basis of filtering, eight (8) are based on
a user-friendly tabular survey and 12 are in-depth surveys.
After the review of some literatures the following gaps are
identified:
i.
User Authentication is being neglected by most
of the researchers. Authentication is the process
of determining whether someone or something
is, in fact, who or what it declares itself to be.
Authentication technology provides access
control for systems by checking to see if a user's
credentials match the credentials in a database of

Phase 1: Cloud User Registration and User
Authentication to Cloud Service Provider
First of all, the cloud user will have to register with the
cloud service provider by providing his user information,
desired username, password, email address and registered
mobile number. The password is hashed using hashing
technique and adds salt; the resultant salted hash code will
be stored. Storing salted hash code of the password in the
database will prevent the record from account hijacking
and in-house attack.
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A salt is added to the hashing process to force their
uniqueness, increase their complexity without increasing
user requirements, and to mitigate password attacks like
rainbow tables. Salting hashes in cryptography, the
expression refers to adding random data to the input of a
hash function to guarantee a unique output, the hash, even
when the inputs are the same. Consequently, the unique
hash produced by adding the salt can protect us against
different attack vectors, such as rainbow table attacks,
while slowing down dictionary and brute-force attacks.
While the attacker may be able to crack one password,
cracking all passwords will be unfeasible. Regardless,
when a company experiences a data breach, it is
impossible to determine which passwords could have
been cracked and therefore all passwords must be
considered compromised. A request to all users to change
their password should be issued by the company right
away as shown in figure 2.

During the encryption process the system firstly reads
bytes from the input file after that splits it into three
blocks equally, then the first block is encrypted using
Blowfish, the second split is encrypted using AES (128)
and the final split is encrypted with DES, then saves the
information of encoding process into local database and
finally the blocks are to be uploaded separately to cloud
storage with badcrypt as extension.

After registering, the user must login to access the
platform, whether to store or retrieve the data. There is a
need for user authentication before the user can
successfully be granted permission to access the platform.
The system use Two-Factor Authentication (2FA), that
means the system verify the credential passed by the user
as shown in Fig 3, if the credentials supplied are correct
as supplied during the registration the system will
automatically generate One Time Pin (OTP) token for that
session and send to the user registered email and mobile
number. The user will supply the sent OTP token, if the
supplied OTP is verified correctly the system will now
give the user access (permission) to the cloud platform. If
the OTP does not matched the system will automatically
notified the user and redirect the user to the login page for
the user to login again using his username and password
as shown in Fig 4.

In the beginning of the decryption process, information of
the encrypted files are fetched from the database, bytes
are read from the input file (downloaded file), and then
the system will get the information of algorithm used and
encryption key and initialization vector will be generated
to decrypt each file by these algorithms (Blowfish, AES128 and DES) depending on algorithm, finally the content
of the three files will be merged into one file (writing
bytes)

Phase III: Data Retrieval
When the authenticated user requests to download the
uploaded data, the system decrypts the fetched cipher text
to plain text. The decryption process consists of six steps:
getting the files information from the database, locate the
encrypted files from the cloud storage and read the files,
generate key and initialization vector, decrypt the files,
creating a file and merging the plain text into the created
file.

Phase IV: Data Integrity Verification
In this phase, when the authenticated user transform the
fetched cipher text to plain text, the hash code of the plain
text will be generated from the retrieved plain text using
the SHA-1 hashing algorithm and matches it with the
stored hash values as described in figure 5, if the hash
values matches then job done, else an error message will
be generated and the user is notified.

Phase II: Storing Data in Cloud Storage
In this phase the cloud user transmits and stores the data
securely to the cloud in encrypted format. The phase is
divided into four sub sections namely; hash coding the
information, dynamic key generation, initial vector
generation and encrypt the data using the proposed
algorithm.
i.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This hybrid encryption technique is to ensure
confidentiality, integrity and authentication. Data
encryption/decryption is made using the dynamic
generated key. Three symmetric algorithms are used to
encrypt and decrypt the data using the generated keys i.e.
Blowfish, AES and DES. The assurance of integrity will
be the usage of SHA-1 hash function.

Encryption Process

The encryption process consists of the following steps:
reading bytes, splitting the files, encrypting the split file
with a specific algorithm, saving the encryption
information to the database and store each split file to
cloud storage.

Steps to complete the full process of proposed hybrid
encryption technique are defined as follows:
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i. Encryption process
ii. Throughput

research 128 bit key was generated from our auto key
generator but the DES library automatically convert it
to 56 bit while CBC mode of operation was used,
table 3 shows the sample encryption tested on 6
different file size, six times and we obtained average
time which is used for comparison.

4.1 Encryption Process
The hybrid cryptography algorithm was tested on
different file sizes. The system runs 6 times for each file
size to calculate the average time for each encryption
algorithm. The implementation was carried out on
Intel(R) Core™ i5 CPU M54 @2.53GHz x64 Processor
with 8GB RAM.
i.

iv. Hybrid Algorithm
The time taken to convert plaintext to cipher text using
the proposed method is calculated. Encryption time
depends upon key size, plaintext block size and mode.
The encryption time of the proposed method was also run
6 times on different file-size (2KB, 250KB, 500KB, 1MB,
2MB and 4MB). Table below shows the sample and the
average time taken for the encryption of proposed model.

BlowFish

The encryption time of BlowFish algorithm was tested on
the system with 6 runs on different file-size (2KB,
250KB, 500KB, 1MB, 2MB and 4MB). Table below
shows the sample and the average time taken for the
encryption of blowfish algorithm.

4.1.1 Comparison between the used algorithms and the
proposed algorithm

ii. AES

The given tables (5, 6 and 7) are comparative analysis of
hybrid encryption algorithm with some symmetric
algorithm. In the tabular representation (5, 6 and 7), the
experiment result shows the encryption time of the
compared algorithms and also the efficient performance is
analyzed for cloud environment.

AES algorithm can support any combination of data (128
bits) and key length of 128, 192, and 256 bits. The
algorithm is referred to as AES-128, AES-192, or AES256, depending on the key length. During encryption
decryption process, AES system goes through 10 rounds
for 128-bit keys, 12 rounds for 192-bit keys and 14 rounds
for 256-bit keys, in order to deliver final cipher-text or to
retrieve the original plain-text AES allows a 128 bit data
length that can be divided into four basic operational
blocks. In this research the 128 key was generated and
used for both the encryption and decryption. The
encryption time of AES algorithm was also tested on the
system with 6 runs on different file-size (2KB, 250KB,
500KB, 1MB, 2MB and 4MB). Table 2 shows the sample
and the average time taken for the encryption of blowfish
algorithm.

i.

Blowfish vs Proposed Hybrid Algorithm

Please see Table 5.
ii. AES vs Proposed Hybrid Algorithm
See Table 6.
iii. DES vs Proposed Hybrid Algorithm
See Table 7.

iii. Data Encryption Standard (DES)

iv. Blowfish vs AES vs DES vs Proposed Hybrid
Algorithm

The key length is 56 bits and block size is 64 bit
length. It is vulnerable to key attack when a weak key
is used. It began with a 64 bit key and then the NSA
(National Security Agency) put a restriction to use of
DES with a 56- bit key length, hence DES discards 8
bits of the 64 bit key and then uses the compressed 56
bit key derived from 64 bits key to encrypt data in
block size of 64bits.DES can operate in different
modes – Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), Electronic
Code Book (ECB), Ciphertext Feedback (CFB) and
Output Feedback (OFB), making it flexible. In this

See Table 8.
Figure 8 shows that the blowfish algorithm records the
fastest encryption time for file size above 2KB, and AES
algorithm records the slowest encryption time for file size
above 2KB. For a file with size 2KB, DES records fastest
encryption time while the proposed algorithm records the
slowest encryption. Encryption time impacts performance
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of the system. Encryption time must be less, making the
system fast and responsive.

The authors will like to appreciate the anonymous
reviewers for their thoughtful comments which have
helped to improve the quality of the paper

4.2 Throughput
Throughput was calculated by dividing the size of the file
in bytes over the consumed time in seconds. The
throughput was calculated using the following equation:
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Figure1: User Registration

Figure 2: Password Hashing and Salting (Source: Jung 2019)
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Figure 3: 2FA example using a mobile device (“2FA Two Factor Authentication”,n.d)

Figure 4: Proposed user’s Authentication to access Cloud Service provider’s platform
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Algorithm 1: Dynamic Public Key Generation
INPUT: username, filename

Algorithm 2: Initialization Vector Generation
INPUT: username, filename

OUTPUT: 128bit key

OUTPUT: 128bit key

Prkey = Concatenate username and filename

Prkey = Concatenate username and filename

Encrprkey = hash (MD5) Prkey

Encrprkey = hash (MD5) Prkey

If (length of encrprkey != 32){

If (length of encrprkey != 32){

Return wrong hash

Return wrong hash

}

}

Else {

Else {

Key = Get
16 characters
i. first
Encryption
Process

Key = Get last16 characters of encrprkey

}

}

Return key

Return key

Figure 5: Proposed Algorithm for storing data into cloud storage
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Figure 6 Proposed Hybrid Algorithm for Data Retrieval

Table 1: The Encryption Time of Blowfish Algorithm

FileSize(KB)

Sample
1(Sec)

Sample
2(Sec)

Sample
3(Sec)

Sample 4 Sample 5 Sample
(Sec)
(Sec)
6 (sec)

Average
(Sec)

2
250
500
1000
2000
4000

0.03292
1.20733
5.93904
4.97682
10.2784
22.5069

0.03911
1.51593
2.43399
4.92964
9.79134
23.3543

0.03451
1.26995
2.64145
4.98039
9.89283
22.8937

0.04030
1.20383
2.3283
4.96586
10.1029
22.9949

0.02263
1.28035
3.0024
4.96497
9.97389
23.0378

46

0.02355
1.25742
2.36223
4.96765
9.91015
23.1883

0.02925
1.22764
2.30939
4.96943
9.86765
23.2886
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Table 2 The Execution time of AES Algorithm Encryption

FileSize
(KB)
2
250
500
1000
2000
4000

Sample 1
(sec)
0.07470
12.27307
28.92473
47.62138
97.08481
188.20673

Sample 2
(sec)
0.10511
11.62652
23.50010
49.25905
98.07538
218.60363

Sample 3
(sec)
0.07413
12.56648
23.45826
48.09357
98.05368
200.09364

Sample 4
(sec)
0.08397
12.03337
24.46192
48.79686
98.70683
214.18824

Sample 5
(sec)
0.06335
12.55395
21.72868
49.03295
98.19126
190.13170

Figure 7: AES encryption time
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Sample 6
(sec)
0.06282
12.20004
23.38566
49.26905
97.67569
216.07515

Average
(sec)
0.06335
12.20891
24.24323
48.67881
97.96461
204.54985
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Table 3: Execution time of DES encryption algorithm

FileSize
(KB)
2
250
500
1000
2000
4000

Sample 1 Sample 2
(sec)
(sec)
0.01364
0.03689
2.17456
2.18057
4.13190
4.26347
8.28786
8.10911
18.23363
18.40375
34.25753
38.72569

Sample 3
(sec)
0.01239
2.06118
4.02256
8.15643
18.54495
35.99897

Sample 4
(sec)
0.01887
2.16123
4.02997
8.20986
18.34586
34.38378

Sample 5
(sec)
0.01203
2.27791
4.42024
8.14414
18.50152
35.25450

Sample 6
(sec)
0.01304
2.31365
4.27658
8.12547
18.54931
35.01971

Average
(sec)
0.01781
2.19485
4.19079
8.17215
18.42983
35.60670

Table 4: Encryption time of the proposed method

FileSize
(KB)
2
250
500
1000
2000
4000

Sample
1 (sec)
0.11326
5.32103
10.371
10.6395
39.4191
86.7503

Sample 2
(sec)
0.05411
5.66821
10.0933
19.8311
41.5172
84.6836

Sample 3 Sample
(sec)
4 (sec)
0.05598
0.07797
5.54366
5.58583
10.1593
9.88763
20.7006
20.4444
40.8993
40.0527
79.8186
84.5742

Sample 5 Sample 6 Average
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
0.05351
0.05393
0.068127
5.64062
5.22157
5.49682
10.923
10.0296
10.24398
19.9707
20.3815
18.66128
41.1535
39.2364
40.37969
84.8943
81.1316
83.6421

Table 5: Comparison table of Blowfish and proposed method

Algorithm

250KB
2KB (Sec) (Sec)

500KB
(Sec)

1MB(Sec)

2MB(Sec) 4MB(Sec)

Blowfish

0.022631

1.280351

3.002402

4.964965

9.973887

23.03778

Proposed Method

0.068127

5.49682

10.24398

18.66128

40.37969

83.6421
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Table 6: Table showing the comparison between AES and Proposed Algorithm

Algorithm

2KB (Sec)

250KB
(Sec)

500KB
(Sec)

1MB(Sec)

2MB(Sec)

4MB(Sec)

AES

0.063352

12.20891

24.24323

48.67881

97.96461

204.5498

Proposed Method

0.068127

5.49682

10.24398

18.66128

40.37969

83.6421

Table 7: Table showing the comparison between DES and Proposed Algorithm

Algorithm
DES
Proposed Method

2KB (Sec)
0.017811
0.068127

250KB
(Sec)
2.194848
5.49682

500KB
(Sec)
4.190788
10.24398

1MB(Sec)
8.172147
18.66128

2MB(Sec)
18.42983
40.37969

4MB(Sec)
35.6067
83.6421

Table 8: Comparison table of AES, Blowfish, DES and proposed method

500KB
(Sec)

1MB(Sec)

2MB(Sec)

4MB(Sec)

3.002402

4.964965

9.973887

23.03778

12.20891

24.24323

48.67881

97.96461

204.5498

0.017811

2.194848

4.190788

8.172147

18.42983

35.6067

0.068127

5.49682

10.24398

18.66128

40.37969

83.6421

Algorithm

2KB (Sec)

Blowfish

0.022631

AES

0.063352

DES
Proposed Method

250KB
(Sec)
1.280351

Figure 8: Encryption time vs. File size for DES, AES, Blowfish and proposed method
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Table 9: Throughput for Blowfish Algorithm

Time(
Sec)

2000
bytes

250000
Bytes

500000
bytes

1000000
bytes

2000000
bytes

3000000
Bytes

0.022631

88374.32

11046790

22093579

44187158

88374317

132561475.5

1.280351

1562.072

195259

390518

781036

1562072

2343107.98

3.002402

666.1334

83266.67

166533.3

333066.7

666133.4

999200.0353

4.964965

402.8226

50352.82

100705.6

201411.3

402822.6

604233.8263

9.973887
23.03778

200.5236
86.81391

25065.45
10851.74

50130.91
21703.48

100261.8
43406.95

200523.6
86813.91

300785.4527
130220.8634

Table 10: Throughput for AES algorithm

Time(Sec)

2000
bytes

250000
bytes

500000
bytes

1000000
bytes

2000000
bytes

3000000
bytes

0.063352

31569.47

3946184

7892368

15784735

31569470

47354205.01

12.20891

163.8148

20476.86

40953.71

81907.42

163814.8

245722.269

24.24323

82.49727

10312.16

20624.32

41248.64

82497.27

123745.9072

48.67881

41.08564

5135.705

10271.41

20542.82

41085.64

61628.46158

97.96461

20.41554

2551.942

5103.884

10207.77

20415.54

30623.30437

204.5498

9.777568

1222.196

2444.392

4888.784

9777.568

14666.35168

Figure 9: Chart representing the throughput of AES algorithm
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Table 11: Throughput for DES algorithm

2000
Time(Sec) bytes

250000
bytes

500000
bytes

1000000
bytes

2000000
bytes

3000000
bytes

0.017811

112289.8

14036222

28072445

56144890

1.12E+08 168434669.7

2.194848

911.2247

113903.1

227806.2

455612.4

911224.7

1366837.062

4.190788

477.2372

59654.65

119309.3

238618.6

477237.2

715855.8385

8.172147

244.7337

30591.72

61183.43

122366.9

244733.7

367100.5845

18.42983

108.5197

13564.96

27129.92

54259.85

108519.7

162779.5441

35.6067

56.16921

7021.151

14042.3

28084.61

56169.21

84253.81511

Table 12: Throughput for the proposed method

Time
(Sec)

2000
bytes

250000
bytes

500000
bytes

1000000
bytes

2000000
bytes

3000000
bytes

0.068127

29356.89

3669611

7339221.628

14678443.26

29356887

44035330

5.49682

363.8468

45480.84

90961.68901

181923.378

363846.8

545770.1

10.24398

195.2366

24404.58

48809.15591

97618.31182

195236.6

292854.9

18.66128

107.1738

13396.72

26793.44377

53586.88755

107173.8

160760.7

40.37969

49.52985

6191.231

12382.46169

24764.92338

49529.85

74294.77

83.6421

23.9114

2988.925

5977.850911

11955.70182

23911.4

35867.11
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Table 13: Comparing Similarities and Differences of (Richa and Richa, 2017), (Rohini and Sharma, 2018) and Proposed
Work

Metric (Item)

Richa S. & Richa D, 2017

Level of
Encryption
Encryption
Algorithm
Hash Function
Implementation
Programming
Language
User
Authentication
Key and IV
Generation
Key Type
Block Size

1-tier tier

Rohini & Sharma,
2018
1 tier level

AES

HMAC

MD5
No
No

HMAC
Yes
JAVA

3 tier level with
splitting
AES, BLOWFISH and
DES
SHA-1
Yes
PHP

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Symmetric
Not specified

Symmetric
Not Specified

Symmetric
128 bits
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APPENDIX
A. Storing of the Encrypted file

B. Source code
<?php
/****
****
*** @ BADCrypto Functions
*** @ Developed by Alsudqee
****
****/
//include ('Aes.php');

//dbconnection

include dirname(dirname(__FILE__)).'/vendors/Aes.php';
use PhpAes\Aes;

function getextention($filename){ //fucntion to get the file extention (Supported Extensions doc, docx and txt)
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$file_ext = pathinfo($filename, PATHINFO_EXTENSION);
return $file_ext;
}
function getfilecontent ($filename){
$extention = getextention($filename);
//plaintext for .doc files
if ($extention == 'doc'){
if(file_exists($filename))
{
if(($fh = fopen($filename, 'r')) !== false )
{
$headers = fread($fh, 0xA00);
// 1 = (ord(n)*1) ; Document has from 0 to 255 characters
$n1 = ( ord($headers[0x21C]) - 1 );
// 1 = ((ord(n)-8)*256) ; Document has from 256 to 63743 characters
$n2 = ( ( ord($headers[0x21D]) - 8 ) * 256 );
// 1 = ((ord(n)*256)*256) ; Document has from 63744 to 16775423 characters
$n3 = ( ( ord($headers[0x21E]) * 256 ) * 256 );
// 1 = (((ord(n)*256)*256)*256) ; Document has from 16775424 to 4294965504 characters
$n4 = ( ( ( ord($headers[0x21F]) * 256 ) * 256 ) * 256 );
// Total length of text in the document
$textLength = ($n1 + $n2 + $n3 + $n4);
$plaintext = fread($fh, $textLength);
// if you want to see your paragraphs in a new line, do this
// return nl2br($extracted_plaintext);
return $plaintext;
} else {
return false;
}
} else {
return false;
}
}
elseif ($extention == 'docx') {
$dataFile = "word/document.xml";
$zip = new ZipArchive;
//
if
//
if

Open the archive file
(true === $zip->open($filename)) {
If successful, search for the data file in the archive
(($index = $zip->locateName($dataFile)) !== false) {
// Index found! Now read it to a string
$text = $zip->getFromIndex($index);
// Load XML from a string
// Ignore errors and warnings
$xml = DOMDocument::loadXML($text, LIBXML_NOENT | LIBXML_XINCLUDE | LIBXML_NOERROR | LIBXML_NOWARNING);
// Remove XML formatting tags and return the text
return strip_tags($xml->saveXML());
}
//Close the archive file
$zip->close();
}
}
elseif ($extention == 'txt'){
$file_contents = file_get_contents($filename);
return $file_contents;
}
elseif ($extention == 'odt'){
$dataFile = "content.xml";
$zip = new ZipArchive;
// Open the archive file
if (true === $zip->open($filename)) {
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// If successful, search for the data file in the archive
if (($index = $zip->locateName($dataFile)) !== false) {
// Index found! Now read it to a string
$text = $zip->getFromIndex($index);
// Load XML from a string
// Ignore errors and warnings
$xml = DOMDocument::loadXML($text, LIBXML_NOENT | LIBXML_XINCLUDE | LIBXML_NOERROR | LIBXML_NOWARNING);
// Remove XML formatting tags and return the text
return strip_tags($xml->saveXML());
}
//Close the archive file
$zip->close();
}
}
else{
return false;
}
}
function divide($filename){
$content = getfilecontent($filename);
$word = str_word_count("$content",1,'0...9');
//echo $content;
$number_of_words = count($word);
//divide the words by number
$first_number = round(($number_of_words)/3);
$second_number = round(($number_of_words)/3);
$third_number = $number_of_words - ($first_number + $second_number);
$array ["first_number"] = $first_number;
$array ["second_number"] = $second_number;
$array ["third_number"] = $third_number;
return $array;
}
function getcontent($filename){
$content = getfilecontent($filename);
$s = divide($filename);
$first = $s['first_number'];
$second = $s['second_number'];
$third = $s['third_number'];
$array ["firsts"] = implode(' ', array_slice(explode(' ', $content), 0, $first))."\n";
//$first++;
$array ["seconds"] = implode(' ', array_slice(explode(' ', $content), $first, $second))."\n";
$array ["third"] = implode(' ', array_slice(explode(' ', $content), $second, $third))."\n";
return $array;
}
function keygen($username,$filename){
$prkey = $username . $filename; // concatenate username and filename
$encprkey = md5($prkey);
// hash the prekey using
$key = substr($encprkey,0,16); //get the first 16 characters
return $key;
}
function ivgen($username,$filename){
$prkey = $username . $filename; // concatenate username and filename
$encprkey = md5($prkey);
// hash the prekey using
$key = substr($encprkey,16,32);
return $key;
}
function encryptaes ($filename,$key,$iv)
{
$aes = new Aes($key, 'CBC', $iv);
$file_contents = file_get_contents($filename);
$secondcipher = $aes->encrypt($file_contents);
$secondfile = fopen("aes/$filename", "w") or die("Unable to open file!");
fwrite($secondfile, $secondcipher);
return $secondcipher;
}
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function decryptaes ($filename,$key,$iv)
{
$aes = new Aes($key, 'CBC', $iv);
$file_contents = file_get_contents($filename);
$secondcipher = $aes->decrypt($file_contents);
$secondfile = fopen("plainaes/$filename", "w") or die("Unable to open file!");
fwrite($secondfile, $secondcipher);
}
function encryptandsavetofile($filename,$key,$iv){
require_once dirname(dirname(__FILE__)).'/vendors/blowfish.php';
require_once dirname(dirname(__FILE__)).'/vendors/DES.php';
//include dirname(dirname(__FILE__)).'/vendors/Aes.php';
//use PhpAes\Aes;
$content = getcontent($filename);
$first_split = $content['firsts'];
$second_split = $content['seconds'];
$third_split = $content['third'];
$blow_filename = "bfilestore".time().".badcrypt";
$aes_filename = "afilestore".time().".badcrypt";
$des_filename = "dfilestore".time().".badcrypt";
$array ["blow"] = $blow_filename;
$array ["aes"] = $aes_filename;
$array ["des"] = $des_filename;

//$username = "alsudqee";
//$key = keygen($username,$filename);
//$iv = ivgen($username,$filename);
$firstcipher = Blowfish::encrypt(
$first_split,
$key, # encryption key
Blowfish::BLOWFISH_MODE_CBC, # Encryption Mode
Blowfish::BLOWFISH_PADDING_RFC, # Padding Style
$iv # Initialisation Vector - required for CBC
);
$firstfile = fopen("database/$blow_filename", "w") or die("Unable to open file!");
fwrite($firstfile, $firstcipher);
$aes = new Aes($key, 'CBC', $iv);
$secondcipher = $aes->encrypt($second_split);
$secondfile = fopen("database/$aes_filename", "w") or die("Unable to open file!");
fwrite($secondfile, $secondcipher);
$thirdcipher = des ($key, $third_split, 1, 0, $iv,null);
$thirdfile = fopen("database/$des_filename", "w") or die("Unable to open file!");
fwrite($thirdfile, $thirdcipher);
return $array;
}
?>

C. Uploading the File
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D. Registration Interface
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E. Encryption Speed
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